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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

March 16, 2020

To:

Snohomish County 911 Board Members

From:

Kurt Mills, Executive Director

General Operations
Mission-critical systems[1] have been operating at normal since the last Director’s Report with the
following exception. In late February, the active simulcast controller (which controls
approximately half of the overall system) experienced an error. As expected, the active controller
released control to the redundant controller, but the redundant controller did not take over. This
lead to the East Simulcast system reverting to “fail-soft” which meant that the radios were
assigned to specific radio channels which would limit their ability to talk with others in the rest of
the system. In addition, this “system half-compromised” state is not an operating condition in
which the current series of radios used for backup operations at dispatch supports. This
combination lead to a dispatch-field outage on the East Simulcast of approximately 25 minutes.
Our team resolving the issue with the primary controller and restoring it to service ultimately
resolved the degradation.

Agency Updates
Staff have been hard at work related to COVID-19 planning and preparation. This has resulted in the
majority of all work being focused on continuity of operations for the agency and therefore we are
not providing a full briefing on agency operations and will provide a thorough update during the
Board Meeting.

[1]

911 Phones, CAD, Radio, Critical Systems [Unplanned]
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
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February 20, 2020
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AGENDA ITEMS
1. Call to Order,
Public
Comments, and
Announcements

Sharon Brendle, SNO911

ACTION OR
FOLLOW-UP

REPORTS & COMMENTS

The meeting was called to order at 8:30 am by President Steve
Guptill.
 Deputy Director Terry Peterson announced that Police Caucus
3 met before the meeting and appointed a new board member,
Acting Chief Jim Lawless from Edmonds. The caucus also
appointed a second alternate board member, Edmonds
Councilmember Kristiana Johnson.
 Provided in the packet was a draft letter that will be sent out to
all member agencies inviting them to the Annual Agency
Assembly scheduled for April 16th. Caucuses will be a part of
this meeting. Updated is the member agency to caucus
worksheet based upon population served for each agency.
There was concern raised by some board members that the
time allowed for the caucus session may not be long enough.
More on this subject to follow.
 Deputy Director Peterson recognized 29 Year Dispatcher
Diane Walker for the Live Saver Award. Dispatcher Walker
gave life-saving assistance in a recent call she received
regarding an infant who had stopped breathing. Dispatcher
Walker was able to provide step by step instructions so that the
caller was able to perform infant CPR. She received a
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certificate and a round of applause from the board. A write up
on this call was included in the meeting packet.
2. Approval of
Agenda

President Guptill asked if there were any modifications or
additions to the agenda. There were none.
Snohomish County Executive Director Susan Neely moved
to accept the agenda as listed. The motion was seconded
by Mayor Jon Nehring and approved unanimously.

3. Consent
Agenda:
Minutes and
Blanket
Voucher &
Payroll
Approval Form

Minutes from the Regular Board Meeting of January 16, 2020 and
the January 2020 Blanket Voucher & Payroll Approval Form and
Payroll Direct Deposit.
Commissioner David Chan moved to approve minutes
from the Regular Board Meeting of January 16, 2020, and
the January 2020 Blanket Voucher & Payroll Approval
Form as follows: Checks 12755 - 12839 for a total of
$905,491.75 and Payroll Direct Deposit in the amount of
$1,096,027.54. The motion was seconded by Mayor Bob
Colinas.
The motion passed unanimously.

4. Old Business

A. Tenant Improvements. Executive Director Kurt Mills spoke
about some work proposed that is included in an APF (Action
Proposal Form) in the meeting packet. The agency is asking
for an additional $150,000, which is an estimated cost for
construction to cover additional remodeling needs for the main
facility. IT Director Steve Lawlor explained that this work
includes adding additional meeting rooms, a training room and
3 new offices. Upon approval he plans to engage with an
architect who will assist in building the RFP for a contractor.
The director added that this would finish the remodeling work
needed at the main facility with the exception of the parking lot
(yet to be approved). Attorney Brad Cattle further explained
that the request is for the board to authorize the funding, as
well as delegate to staff the authority to proceed with
negotiating the contracts following a full technical and legal
review. Anything discovered as non-standard in the review
process would necessitate bringing the project back to the
board for further review and action. President Guptill explained
that this procedure would authorize a start-to-finish process for
this project, without having to return to the board for additional
approval for each step. He added that each project would be
separately brought to the board for their consideration.
Mayor Colinas voiced his concern and stated that with the
exception of emergencies, he does not support giving blanket
approval on contracts that haven’t been reviewed by the board.
After hearing from other board members that were reluctant to
approve a philosophical change to the current practice
President Guptill asked that the board address this specific
project on its own, and have staff and legal review the contract
process separately and bring back recommendations for
further consideration.
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Agenda
approved

Consent Agenda
Approved

Chief John Dyer moved to increase funding for Capital
Plan 80-010 by $150,000 for the tenant improvements
described in the APF and authorize SNO911 to enter into
the necessary contracts and agreements to complete the
work. The motion was seconded by Chief Jonathan
Ventura.
The motion passed with Mayor Colinas
opposing. He stated that he is not opposing the project, Motion passed
but opposes the pre-authorization of the contracts.
5. New Business

A.

2019 Carryover. Director Mills explained that the following
actions are needed to finalize the year end finances. All were
reviewed and approved by the Finance Committee at their
February meeting:
i.

The carryover from the 911 portion of the operating
fund.
Mayor Colinas moved to approve the transfer of
Operating Fund 70’s 2019 carryover amount of
Motion passed
$358, 747 to the Capital Fund 80. The motion was
seconded by Chief Jim Lawless and approved
unanimously.

ii.

Dissolving the Wireless Tech Fund. The funds were
consolidated in the 2020 budget, so this WT fund
needs to be dissolved and the funds need to be
transferred.
Assistant Chief Jeremy Stocker moved to
authorize dissolving the Wireless Tech Fund 100,
with $500,000 to be transferred to the General
Operating Fund 70, and the remaining balance of
$1,479,336 be transferred to Wireless Capital Fund
110, plus any additional interest. The motion was
seconded by Chief Dyer.
Some brief discussion followed. Director of Finance
and HR, Angie Baird, explained that the Radio
Replacement Project has its own fund, 130. Revenue
from tax dollars are tracked separately, and the
transfer described in the motion is not part of the RRP
Fund 130. She added that transferring the $500,000
to Fund 70 will change the established balance of that
fund to $2 million, which is equivalent to 1 month of
expenditures.
The vote was taken and the motion passed
unanimously.

iii.

Motion passed

Assistant Chief Darryl Neuhoff moved to increase
the established balance of Fund 70 from $1.5 to $2
million, which is approximately one month of the
expenditures under the consolidated budget. The Motion passed
motion was seconded by Chief Dyer and approved
unanimously.

B. Moving residual funds from the EESCS (E911) into the
Capital Fund 80.
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Mayor Colinas moved to authorize the EESCS (Enhanced
Emergency Services Communication System) 2020
residual funds of $525,056 to be deposited to the Capital
Fund 80. The motion was seconded by Assistant Chief
Neuhoff.
Motion passed.
Following some clarifying questions the vote was taken
and the motion passed unanimously.
C. Appointive Staff Policy – Uniforms.
This relates to a
modification to the policy that clarifies the practice of providing
uniforms to Wireless Tech and other staff that are in the public IRS guidelines
eye. There was some discussion on the IRS rules regarding to be reviewed
uniforms and fringe benefits. Deputy Director Steiner will be
developing a detailed policy for Wireless Tech staff. Director
Mills said that they will check the IRS guidelines to make sure
they are in compliance.
Mayor Colinas moved to approve the updates to the
Appointive Employees Policy as stated: Uniforms may be
purchased for employees who have regular public facing
roles for easy identification of personnel working in an
official capacity. The motion was seconded by Mayor Motion passed.
Nehring and passed unanimously.
D.

The Board of Directors recessed at 9:18 a.m. and moved into
Executive Session in order to discuss collective bargaining
negotiations under RCW42.30.140(4)(a). The session is
expected to last 15 minutes. At the conclusion the Board
expects to return to the Regular meeting with no action
planned.

Executive
Session

5. New Business
(Continued)

Dispatch Union Labor Negotiations.

The Board reconvened at 9:40, following a brief break after
adjourning the Executive Session at 9:33.
E.

Center Staff Scheduling Consultant. Deputy Director
Peterson explained that since working with the employee
union to come up with some schedule options, they’ve decided
that bringing in a consultant would be very beneficial. Emails
were sent out to both a statewide PSAP group and national
group to get recommendations on consultants. After hearing
back from 3 and receiving qualifications from 2, they are
working on determining which one would be best.
Assistant Chief Stocker stated that the Personnel Committee
discussed this issue and they support bringing in a third party
to help this group.
Assistant Chief Stocker moved to authorize SNO911 to
enter into a professional services agreement with a
qualified firm to provide consulting services to develop
schedule alternatives for the dispatch workgroup with an
amount not to exceed $50,000. Funding source from
Capital Fund 80. The motion was seconded by Assistant
Chief Neuhoff.
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No Action

Following some discussion, there was consensus on having a
member of the Personnel Committee join in on these
discussions. The committee member would participate in the
process as well as serve as a liaison to keep the board
informed of the progress. Asked about the project coming out
of a Capital fund, Director Baird clarified that this is allowable
and they will set up a project number for it.
The motion passed by unanimous consent.

Motion passed.

F. North Campus Emergency Tower Repairs. Deputy Director
Steiner reported that a resolution has been prepared to cover
emergency repairs following squirrel damage to the radio
tower at SNO911’s main facility. He explained that they
discovered the squirrel had chewed on the insulation of the
wave guide. The repairs will include replacing the wave guide
as well as modify the structure to prevent further damage.
Assistant Chief Neuhoff moved to approve Resolution
2020-01, recognizing an emergency expenditure and
authorizing the waiving of the competitive procurement
process, and ratifying the purchase not to exceed $21,000
funded from Operating Fund 70.
The motion was
seconded Assistant Chief Rich Llewellyn and passed
Motion passed.
unanimously.
G. Radio Replacement Project – Project Support Services.
Deputy Director Steiner explained that this would enhance the
existing contract with ADCOMM Engineering. He reminded
the board that last year the agency issued an RFQ for
engineering consulting and project management related
services. In July the Board approved a contract with ADCOMM
Engineering to provide a portion of the services proposed
including gap analysis, risk analysis, and a mitigation plan.
The amount approved was not to exceed $35,000. The
original contract was also designed to allow additional items
to be added so he is now looking for authorization to further
engage with ADCOMM for some of the remaining items in the
scope. These include engineering consulting for coverage and
other technical items, along with project management
services. Director Mills added that this action will be done
instead of hiring the Lead Project Manager which was
approved by the Board in December 2019 for $130,000).
Mayor Colinas moved to authorize SNO911 to further fund
the existing contract with ADCOMM Engineering to
provide technical consulting and project management for
an additional amount not to exceed $150,000 plus
applicable taxes for technical consulting and project
management services, and to authorize the director to
amend the existing contract adding additional
components that have not been authorized to date. The
motion was seconded by Assistant Chief Neuhoff.
Following a question that asked about the length of the
contract, Deputy Director Steiner explained that the plan is to
engage ADCOM for at least 6 months, then re-evaluate at that
time. He added that he envisions ADCOMM staying on at least
7

on a part-time basis throughout the duration of the project.
There is some flexibility in the project with the need for
additional personnel.
The motion passed by unanimous consent.

Motion passed

H. Fire Trail Lease Agreement with T-Mobile. Deputy Director
Steiner explained that it is their practice to sub lease space on
their communication towers, which helps lower their cost, and
ultimately lowering assessments. He added that T-Mobile is a
long-term renter at this site which is near Marysville. The
lessee has asked to renegotiate their lease rate at a longer
term, but the research shows that the amount they proposed
is in line with what other leaseholders are receiving. While the
lease renewal represents an approximately $200 per month
decrease in the rent, they felt it better to keep the renter on
site rather than risk losing them.
Director Mills added that legal has reviewed the lease
agreement. They will still need to confirm the math.
Mayor Colinas moved to authorize SNO911 to renew the
T-Mobile lease under the terms described in the renewal
agreement. The motion was seconded by Assistant Chief
Stocker.
Mayor Colinas added that the Finance Committee had
reviewed the lease and supported moving forward. He went
on to recommend using a consultant in the future to identify
cost values in the lease agreements held by the agency. He
has found it to be beneficial having a consultant tell them the
prevailing rates. President Guptill agreed and suggested
working with other agencies that this effects in order to take a
more global approach to this situation.
The motion passed by unanimous consent.
I.

Motion passed

Vehicle Surplus. Deputy Director Steiner explained that there
are two spare trucks in their inventory. Both of the trucks have
been held onto for maintenance purposes. This proposed
action is only for one of these, a 2009 Ford F250, that has
been determined to need repairs that will exceed the value of
the vehicle. He is asking for approval to take it to auction. He
anticipates coming back to the next board meeting to ask
about the other truck.
Mayor Colinas moved to authorize the declared surplus
of vehicle identified as the 2009 Ford F250, with an asset
number of NCS07, to the James G. Murphy Auction for
sale, and proceeds to be deposited into the operating
budget. The motion was seconded by Assistant Chief
Neuhoff.
Assistant Chief Neuhoff reported that his agency uses
www.publicsurplus.com
A vote was taken and the motion passed by unanimous Motion passed
consent.
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6. Reports

A. Agency Reports. Director Mills reported that SNO911 has
implemented an emergency infectious disease surveillance
protocol in an effort to identify higher risk patients and alert
responders to use appropriate personal protection equipment.
This additional screening was implemented promptly the
same day we became aware of the first U.S. Coronavirus
patient.
He also reported that there are plans to come forward next
month with some recommendations on a consultant to help
develop a strategic plan for the agency. He thinks this is a
good time to bring someone in to work on establishing a path
for the agency.
B. Radio Replacement Project. Deputy Director Steiner
reported on some draft policies that he is asking the board to
review for action next month. These include:
 Radio Replacement Project Policy – Additional
Subscribers. This would define the policy for
reimbursement for that equipment purchased outside and
in addition to the scope of RRP. Mukilteo was the first
agency that went through this process and Everett is in the
process now.
 Transfer of Asset User Agreement. This would be used
to transfer the legal ownership and responsibilities of radio
equipment assets from SNO911 to the identified agency.
 Radio Replacement Project Policy – Subscriber Scope
of Services. This policy details exactly subscribers can
expect from SNO911 with regards to the RRP. It defines
subscribers, and portables, and creates connections with
the other two policies previously adopted regarding
hardware and quantities. They will handle the procurement,
programming, and installation, as well as perform all of the
QA on the equipment. They will also provide training via
train-the- trainer. Also included in the policy is information
on what will happen if agencies opt out of the installation
services. He is still working on obtaining the exact number
of agencies that choose to perform their own mobile
installation. Until he gets the firm numbers, he will not know
how cost changes will impact the contract with Motorola.
A lengthy discussion followed regarding installation. One
question raised was whether Motorola would come and
inspect the initial installation processes of those agencies
that chose to perform their own installation to insure they’re
doing them correctly. Could they then become an Typo in policy
will be corrected
approved installer? Deputy Director Steiner responded on page 66
that a preliminary installation plan or checklist will be
provided to everyone. He will look into the request and see
if the policy can be expanded.
Another question was asked about control stations. It was
explained that the intent of the contract is to keep those
under the scope of RRP, so Motorola would be
programming those as well.
President Guptill asked about whether involving an
additional vendor to provide installation, other than just Day
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Wireless, was feasible. Deputy Director Steiner responded
that even though Day Wireless was the installer chosen by
Motorola, the project is holding Motorola accountable for
the mobile installation process. He added that they will
have someone onsite all day long from WT overseeing Day
Wireless.
Mayor Colinas thanked Deputy Director Steiner for
generating the policy and getting the discussion going on
these matters.
C. Police TAC. Acting Chief Jim Lawless reported that Police
TAC met February 11th and discussed updates from the radio
project as well as operational issues. Also discussed was the
data analyst that will be employed by SNO911. They expect
that the analyst will assist them in retrieving and evaluating
information as well as consolidate some of the existing
information rather than having multiple files for the same
individual.
D. Fire TAC. President Guptill reported that Fire TAC met the
day before and talked about the timing and availability of
portable radios. Some of the agencies report being in bad
shape when it comes to their inventory of radios. They also
discussed Pulse Point. This is an app available nationwide,
which can identify nearby defib units as well as notify those
that are capable to perform CPR. There had been an effort to
get the county’s data linked into Pulse Point and active in the
county, but they were told that the company’s policy was to
allow all the 911 data to be sold. The company wasn’t
interested in a limited agreement at the time. Since then there
has been a new emphasis to reach out to Pulse Point to see
if their policy has changed.
7.

Committee
Reports

A. Finance Committee. Councilmember George Hurst reported
that the committee met the week before. He thanked the board
for approving all their recommendations. He added that the
committee continues to discuss on what would be the best
reports they need from the Finance Department to be able to
make sure things are on track within the agency. He added that
it was the desire of the committee to have ones that are easy
to read such as a snapshot report.
Commissioner Chan also wanted to thank the staff and
Director Mills and Director Baird for their hard work through the
last couple of years while they consolidated the organization
with different records and procedures. He asked the board to
give them a round of applause. He also thanked Director Baird
and her staff for supplying a monthly fund balance report that
was asked for. He asked that the board support the finance
department and also supply any needed funding to prepare a
good financial system. He added that he is interested in
exploring what the standard is for financial reporting for an
organization of the size of SNO911, that assures transparency
and accountability in their use of public funds. He wants the
Finance Committee to continue discussions on this and
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expects to bring back recommendations to the board to
continue improving the reporting.
President Guptill agreed that the board wants to know where
the agency stands, but said he is confident that Director Baird
is more than capable in providing whatever information in a
report that the board requests. He asked for clarification on
Commissioner Chan’s request. Does he want staff to be asked
to create a report that the board sets the parameters on, or is
there a suggestion to have staff adopt a different accounting
software system.
Commissioner Chan said he is interested to have this be a part
of the strategic planning project – to examine an enterprise
software different than the one currently being used. He asked
that the board needs to be open minded and supportive. That
an increase in budget may be needed to get them the proper
staffing.
Mayor Colinas asked to add to what the commissioner stated.
He explained that one of the issues the committee has been
discussing is their desire to receive a monthly financial report
rather than the quarterly one they receive currently. He would
like to see additional discussion on the board level as to what
the board wishes to see.
President Guptill said he has no issue with the committee
looking into this, but is interested to hear what staff’s position
is, or how cumbersome it would be to have to create a report
on a monthly basis. He would like to have this information
available before asking the board to weigh in on it.
B. Personnel Committee. Assistant Chief DeRousse reported
that the committee met on the 11th. All matters discussed at
that meeting have been reported on today. He was also elected
as chair for the committee. They spoke after their meeting
about what the expectations were for him as chair. He also
wants to ask the board to contact him with any requests they
might have. They will also discuss more about being part of
the on-going schedule discussion.
C. County EESCS Committee (formerly County E911 Office)
– no meeting was held.
D. County ECSF Program Advisory Board – Director Mills
reported that the February meeting was cancelled. They have
had one meeting with Sheriff Fortney.
E. Future Facility – Director Mills reported that they are still
waiting to hear the outcome of the city’s facility plan. Chief
Templeman thinks that a draft plan has been prepared and
expects it to be released soon.
F. Board Technical Leadership – President Guptill reported that
the committee met earlier in the month with Motorola. Deputy
Director Steiner added that Motorola has delivered on their first
big round of coverage requests. The data received has
highlighted some potential solutions to the coverage problems.
Another information request has been submitted, and he is
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hopeful to receive it in a couple of weeks. The PPC group will
also be getting together soon to review the initial coverage
responses and where they can go with the system design. He
appreciates everyone’s continued support.
Chief Davis asked if the deputy director could prepare a lay
person’s message that he can share with his staff. President
Guptill thought this would be beneficial for both police and fire
personnel. Chief Templeman thought a simple message would
be beneficial when briefing councils and other stakeholders.
Deputy Director Steiner agrees and hopes that communication
in this area will improve. The plan is to develop a website and
publishing newsletters. He added that he continues to be
available to answer the tough questions and support the
discussions.
8.

9.

Good of the
Order

Adjourned



Director Mills spoke about the volume of paper the agency
goes through in preparing the printed board packet after
emailing it out the week of the meeting. He acknowledged
that some board members bring their electronic device to
the meeting, so he asked that those interested in opting out
of receiving a hard packet to email him. He confirmed that
any last minute changes to the packet will always be
brought to the meeting.



Deputy Director Steiner reported that cache radios have
been ordered. For agencies that are running low, they have
ordered 80 portables and 20 mobiles. They are scheduled
to ship March 6th, and he hopes by the end of March these
will be programmed and ready for delivery.

President Guptill adjourned the meeting at 11:07a.m.
The next meeting of the Snohomish County 911 Board of Directors
will be held on March 19, 2020, at South County Fire Headquarters.
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Request for a
simple message
(layman’s terms)
on the status of
the radio project

Action Proposal Form
Date: 3/16/2020
Title: SPIDR Tech Software for Law Enforcement
Time Sensitivity: Proposal expires 3/31/2020 (see below)
Background / Purpose:
SPIDR Tech has conducted two demonstrations for county law enforcement and SNO911 was
asked to investigate countywide licensing.
Generally the system is used to communicate via text and email with the public, from the time
an incident is received through the investigation phase. It also includes the ability to send
updates when there are delays on non-priority calls, survey the public on satisfaction with
service and to share information related to the status of investigations. There are three modules
for the system;
Patrol: Public Communication during response phase
Insights: Post incident public surveys
Investigation: Public Communications during investigation phase
Each law enforcement agency could customize the system for their community (by ORI).
SNO911 conducted reference checks with two user agencies (Richmond, CA & Douglas
County, CO) who both spoke very positively of the system and company. Sample reports were
shared at the Feb. Police TAC. Douglas County, CO is a Tyler/NWS user. SNO911 Tech staff
had a call with SPIDR Tech to understand the implementation model and confirm the ability for
integration. Based on vendor statements and review of another agency proposal, we believe
we are being offered very favorable pricing.
The initial proposal included a 50% reduction in standard licensing which is based on sworn
officer count and they have offered a further reduction if SNO911 is to execute a contract in
March and pre-pay for the initial two years which could be funded as a capital expenditure by
SNO911 and future years would be added to the Police Cost Center in 2022. Two options were
proposed following this model with the key difference that one includes all three modules and
the other only includes the Patrol & Insights modules.
Option 1 – Patrol & Insights: Years 1 & 2 $264,995 (total), Year 3, $99,998.
Option 2 – Patrol, Insights & Investigations: Years 1 & 2 $319,737, Year 3 $127,368.

Recommendation/Motion:
Police TAC Recommends licensing option 2 as described above with first two-years funded
by SNO911 Capital and future years funded through the SNO911 Police assessment.
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Finance Committee discussed without taking action, desiring to move
discussion to the Board.
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Snohomish County 911

SPIDR Tech Proposal
Edited: 03/02/2020
Expires: 03/31/2020

Prepared for:
Kurt Mills, Executive Director
Prepared by:
Elon Kaiserman, Cofounder and Chief Operations Oﬃcer
Mandy Duﬀy, Head of Sales and Customer Success
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Executive Summary

SPIDR Tech was founded by former law enforcement oﬃcers to help law enforcement
agencies leverage their own data to improve public perception and increase eﬃciency
by providing excellent customer service. Following extensive market research, we
designed and built the world’s first comprehensive, customer service infrastructure for
law enforcement with the goal of improving communication and transparency between
agency and community.

Overview of the Technology
The SPIDR Tech Platform is designed to incorporate relevant data from your agency’s
Records Management System (RMS) and/or Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system
to automatically generate and send customized text and email messages to victims of
crime and reporting parties. Subsequently, customers will receive mobile-friendly
surveys comprised of questions chosen by your agency that can be utilized to measure
community trust and satisfaction.
The platform oﬀered in this proposal is entirely Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and
requires no hardware to be installed locally with the agency. The software can be
accessed using any modern browser, such as Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Edge.
Your agency can push data to the SPIDR Tech Platform via our Application Program
Interface (API), or the SPIDR Tech deployment team can read data from a server
through a secure connection.

Supporting Customer CJIS and Security Requirements
Working with law enforcement data requires special security considerations, and
SPIDR Tech supports these requirements. We perform background checks on all
employees and will subject all project personnel to a agency background checks if
requested. Our teams have passed all FBI screenings in the past for projects with other
law enforcement agencies.
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SPIDR Tech uses Amazon Web Services (AWS) GovCloud for data hosting. AWS
follows Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) compliance guidelines and we
possess all supporting documentation detailing our compliance. Our data center is in
the USA, an isolated AWS region, and is used for highly sensitive workloads.
It is important to note that SPIDR Tech does not install, own, or manage any equipment
within your agency’s network. Our services are hosted in the cloud, and the networks
talk to each other via a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) or API.
SPIDR Tech utilizes a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 104-2 compliant
encryption method to encrypt CJIS data at rest, including database backups and
volumes. As an additional precaution, The SPIDR Tech Platform encrypts CJI data such
as driver's licenses and social security numbers if an agency chooses to provide those
items as part of the data transfer.

Description of the SPIDR Tech Platform Modules
Investigations Module
The Investigations Module will
integrate with your RMS to
automatically generate and send
customized text and email messages
to victims of crime.
These messages will decrease
administrative calls to your records
and investigations departments by
proactively providing the most
commonly requested information.
Case studies have shown that victims
of crime who receive SPIDR Tech
emails and texts are 43% less likely to
call asking for more information
regarding their case.
For specific crime categories, the system will send the victim a tailored message that
can include critical report information, including (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•

The date and time of report filing
The general category of crime
The name of the Oﬃcer/Deputy who took the report
The report number
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who to contact and when
Next steps in the investigation process
Investigation criteria
Crime prevention tips
Crime definitions
Information on victim resources
Advocacy information
Community outreach/program information
Social media links
Upcoming events

Example Crime Categories:
Auto Burglary

Burglary

Theft

Assault/Battery

Robbery

Forgery

Arson

Assault with a Deadly Weapon

Brandishing a Weapon

Carjacking

Court Order Violation

Criminal Threats

Fraud

False Imprisonment

Hit and Run

Vandalism

Prowling

Shoplifting

Stalking

Trespassing

Traﬃc Accident Report

Fraud

Forgery

Identity Theft

Arrest Notifications

Arrest Notifications are automated messages
that can be sent to victims of any crime.
These notifications automatically inform
victims that an arrest has been made
pertaining to their report. Today, many
agencies don’t inform victims when an arrest
has been made and those that do, do so
manually via phone call, or through the use of
an opt-in, victim registration system. Doing
so manually is diﬃcult to track and is costly
due to the amount of necessary labor. Using
a victim registration system puts the burden
of work on the crime victim. By automatically
notifying victims of an arrest, you can
decrease the amount of administrative eﬀort
required by your agency while raising the bar
for customer service.
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Patrol Module
The Patrol Module integrates with your Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) to automatically send text messages to your
reporting parties (RPs) after a CAD Event is generated. Your
agency can customize these messages based on CAD event
type to provide RPs with a “receipt” for their call. You can
also include helpful information, such as a link to online
reporting or a non-emergency number to call if the RP has
an update.
Delayed Arrival Messages
Delayed Arrival Messages automatically update an RP if an
oﬃcer has not marked themselves on scene for a
predetermined period of time. For example, if a loud party
call has been queued for 60 minutes, the SPIDR Tech
platform can send an automated text message to the RP,
explaining that priority call volume is high and an oﬃcer will
respond to their incident as soon as one is available.
When there is a delay in service, proactively sending an RP information regarding the
status of an oﬃcer response will help set expectations and prevent frequent call-backs
that occupy dispatch lines and resources.
Example CAD Event Categories:
Disturbances

Battery

Dead Body Report

Hit and Run

Suspicious Circumstances

Assault Deadly Weapon

Found Person

Drunk Driver

Thefts

Indecent Exposure

Found Property

Violation Restraining Order

Illegal Parking

Criminal Threats

Found Weapon

Annoyance/Threat

Animal Incidents

Arson

Group Fight

Abandoned Vehicle

Vehicle Accidents

Embezzlement

Harassment/Stalking

Animal Bite

Patrol Requests

Identity Theft

Hazard

Missing Person

Transient Person

Defrauding an Innkeeper

Illegal Dumping

Health and Safety

Burglary

Vandalism

Keep Peace

Shots Heard

Mentally Ill

Graﬃti

Lost Animal

Mandown

Forgeries

Trespassing

Lost Person

Drunk/Drugs in Public

Robbery

Lewd Conduct

Lost Property

Stolen Vehicle
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Insights Module
Surveys are delivered to the RP and
crime victim via email and/or text
message following an interaction with
your agency. These surveys enable you
to benchmark and track community
perception. Requesting feedback is a
common and valuable practice for the
private sector. Companies use this data
to improve services, track initiatives, and
identify weaknesses. Today, agencies
understand they cannot improve without
measuring their interactions with the
community.
It’s important to note that these surveys
are sent based on incident, allowing you
to measure each community interaction
independently. This is diﬀerent from
public sentiment surveys, which include
survey responses from individuals who have never interacted with your agency.
By surveying your customers regularly, you can include monthly survey trends in your
CompStat model, relay oﬃcer/dispatcher commendations that reinforce positive
community interactions, and identify issues before they become liabilities.
SPIDR Tech will provide agency personnel with daily survey updates containing survey
responses, as well as more in-depth survey analysis reports on a periodic basis. All
survey response data can be broken down by area, crime type, call type and date.

Multi-Lingual Functionality
Your message templates can be sent in up
to three languages. For example, Monterey
Park Police Department in California sends
all of their messages in English, Traditional
Mandarin, and Spanish. The agency can
also solicit survey responses in multiple
languages.
This feature allows your agency to be
inclusive of minority or majority members of
the community, ensuring people receive the
information they need in a language they
understand.
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Pricing

SPIDR Tech software pricing has two components: the annual subscription cost and the initial
deployment fee. The subscription cost includes all messages (text and email), all software, and
all professional services. The price is based on the sworn size of your agency. List pricing for
all three modules is $297/sworn/year, $99/year per module.
SPIDR Tech is oﬀering two options for purchase to SNO911 law enforcement agencies. Either
option is available to SNO911 with a signed proposal sent to SPIDR Tech prior to April 1, 2020.
Both options include a payment for two years of service up-front, invoiced upon project kickoﬀ.
The discounts below are being oﬀered to SNO911 in exchange for contract execution prior to
April 1, 2020. After successful completion of launch, SNO911 will also be a demonstration site
to other agencies who are interested in the SPIDR Tech software.
The subscription start date will begin after launch.

OPTION 1: Two Modules - Patrol & Insights
SPIDR Tech: Years 1 & 2 Paid Up-Front

Price

Discount

Net

SPIDR Platform
Subscription for
Snohomish County 911
Law Enforcement
Agencies

Subscription fee for the initial term.
Includes: Patrol Module and Insights
Module and People Database.
(Invoiced up-front, upon kickoﬀ)

$377,388

-$177,393

$199,995

Deployment and
Installation

Deployment and installation fee
(one-time setup/integration fee,
invoiced upon contract execution)

$130,000

-$65,000

$65,000

Maintenance and
Support

Maintenance and support fees for
the annual term

FREE

Total:
SPIDR Tech: Year 3
SPIDR Platform
Subscription for
Snohomish County 911
Law Enforcement
Agencies

Annual renewal price for the above
subscription. Invoiced annually on
the subscription renewal date.

Maintenance and
Support

Maintenance and support fees for
the annual term
Total:

FREE

$507,388

-$242,393

$264,995

Price

Discount

Net

$199,995

-$99,997.50

$99,997.50

FREE
$199,995

FREE
-$99,997.50

$99,997.50
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OPTION 2: Three Modules: Investigations, Patrol, and Insights
SPIDR Tech: Years 1 & 2 Paid Up-Front

Price

Discount

Net

SPIDR Platform
Subscription for
Snohomish County 911
Law Enforcement
Agencies

Subscription fee for the initial term.
Includes: Investigations Module,
Patrol Module, and Insights Module
and People Database. (Invoiced upfront, upon kickoﬀ)

$566,082

-$311,345.10

$254,736.90

Deployment and
Installation

Deployment and installation fee
(one-time setup/integration fee,
invoiced upon contract execution)

$130,000

-$65,000

$65,000

Maintenance and
Support

Maintenance and support fees for
the annual term

FREE

Total:

$696,082

-$376,345.10

$319,736.90

Price

Discount

Net

$283,041

-$155,672.55

$127,368.45

SPIDR Tech: Year 3
SPIDR Platform
Subscription for
Snohomish County 911
Law Enforcement
Agencies

Annual renewal price for the above
subscription. Invoiced annually on
the subscription renewal date.

Maintenance and
Support

Maintenance and support fees for
the annual term
Total:

FREE

FREE
$283,041

FREE
-$155,672.55

$127,368.45

TERM:
Please note: All pricing and discounts described in this Order Form are contingent upon Customer's execution and
return of this Order Form no later than 03/31/2020 (unless countersigned by SPIDR Tech).
By signing below, each party acknowledges that it has carefully read and fully understood this Agreement, and each
agrees to be bound by the terms of the Agreement. The Agreement becomes eﬀective upon the date of last
signature (the "Eﬀective Date"). The individuals signing this Agreement represent that they have the authority to
bind the respective parties to the terms of this Agreement.

SPIDR Tech, Inc.

Agency
Option Chosen:

Signature:

Signature:

Name: Rahul Sidhu

Name:

Title: Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Title:

Date Signed:

Date Signed:
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT
This Subscription Agreement (this “Agreement”) is made as of March 31, 2020 (the
“Eﬀective Date”), by and between SPIDR Tech Inc., a Delaware corporation with oﬃces
at 1100 Manhattan Avenue #203, Manhattan Beach, CA, 90266 (“SPIDR Tech”), and
the Customer identified in the attached Sales Proposal. SPIDR Tech and Customer
may be referred to as a “Party” herein and together as the “Parties.” The Sales
Proposal executed by and between SPIDR Tech and the Customer (the “Sales
Proposal”) and the terms therein shall be deemed incorporated herein.
WHEREAS, SPIDR Tech’s proprietary systems, applications and related APIs permit
police departments to gather, review and analyze data in connection with law
enforcement intelligence, oﬃcer productivity and related community engagement.
WHEREAS, Customer desires to access and use SPIDR Tech’s proprietary system, and
SPIDR Tech desires to provide such access, in accordance with the terms and
conditions herein;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants set forth herein, SPIDR Tech and
Customer hereby agree as follows:
1.

Provision of the Service.
Provision Generally. SPIDR Tech will provide Customer with access to
SPIDR Tech’s proprietary service for the modules specified in the Sales Proposal
(collectively the “Service”) in accordance with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement. In order to access and use the Service, Customer is responsible at
its own expense for obtaining its own Internet access, and any hardware and
software required therefor.
1.1.

1.2.
Grant of Rights. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
SPIDR Tech hereby grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable
right to access and use the Service, solely for Customer’s purposes during the
Term. All rights not expressly granted to Customer are reserved by SPIDR Tech
and its licensors. There are no implied rights.
1.3.
Restrictions. Customer shall not (and shall not allow any third party to): (a)
use the Service for the benefit of any third party, or to develop or market any
product, software or service that is functionally similar to or derivative of the
Service, or for any other purpose not expressly permitted herein; (b) permit any
third party or individual to access or use the Service; (c) sell, distribute, rent,
lease, service bureau, post, link, disclose or provide access to the Service,
directly or indirectly, to any third party; (d) alter, modify, debug, reverse engineer,
decompile, disassemble, or otherwise attempt to derive or gain access to any
software (including source code) associated with the Service; or (e) use any robot,
spider, scraper or other automated means to access the Service, or engage in
any scraping, data-mining, harvesting, screen-scraping, data aggregating or
indexing of the Service. Customer shall keep all passwords and API Keys
provided to it safe and secure, and shall be responsible for all use of the Service
using passwords or API keys issued to Customer. Customer shall notify SPIDR
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Tech immediately of any actual or suspected unauthorized use of its passwords
or API keys for the Service. Without limiting any of its other rights or remedies,
SPIDR Tech reserves the right to suspend access to the Service if SPIDR Tech
reasonably believes that Customer has materially violated the restrictions and
obligations in this Agreement (in which case, it shall provide Customer prompt
written notice of such suspension).
1.4.
Customer Cooperation. Customer shall: (a) reasonably cooperate with
SPIDR Tech in all matters relating to the Service; (b) respond promptly to any
SPIDR Tech request to provide information, approvals, authorizations or decisions
that are reasonably necessary for SPIDR Tech to provide the Service in
accordance with this Agreement; and (c) provide such Customer materials or
information as SPIDR Tech may reasonably request to provide the Service and
ensure that such materials or information are complete and accurate in all
material respects.
2.

SPIDR Tech Technology. In connection with providing the Service, SPIDR Tech
and its licensors shall operate and support the hosted environment used by
SPIDR Tech to provide the Service, including the SPIDR Tech Technology, the
server hardware, disk storage, firewall protection, server operating systems,
management programs, web server programs, documentation and all other
technology or information so used by SPIDR Tech. As used herein, “SPIDR Tech
Technology” means all of SPIDR Tech’s proprietary technology (including
software, hardware, products, processes, algorithms, user interfaces, know-how,
techniques, designs and other tangible or intangible technical material or
information) made available to Customer by SPIDR Tech in providing the Service.

3.

Downtime. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, SPIDR Tech
shall use commercially reasonable eﬀorts to provide access to the Service for
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week throughout the term of this
Agreement.
Customer agrees that from time to time the Service may be
inaccessible or inoperable for various reasons, including (i) equipment
malfunctions; (ii) periodic maintenance procedures or repairs which SPIDR Tech
may undertake from time to time; or (iii) causes beyond the control of SPIDR Tech
or which are not reasonably foreseeable by SPIDR Tech, including interruption or
failure of telecommunication or digital transmission links, hostile network attacks
or network congestion or other failures, or failures or issues experienced by the
Hosting Contractors independent of and not related to the Service or SPIDR Tech
(collectively “Downtime”). SPIDR Tech shall use commercially reasonable eﬀorts
to provide twenty-four (24) hour advance notice to Customer in the event of any
scheduled Downtime. SPIDR Tech shall have no obligation during performance
of such operations to mirror Customer Data on any other server or to transfer
Customer Data to any other server.
SPIDR Tech shall use commercially
reasonable eﬀorts to minimize any disruption, inaccessibility and/or inoperability
of the service in connection with Downtime, whether scheduled or not.

4.

Ownership. Customer acknowledges and agrees that as between SPIDR Tech
and Customer, all right, title and interest in and to the Service (including the data,
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information, text, images, designs, sound, music, marks, logos, compilations
(meaning the collection, arrangement and assembly of information) and other
content on or made available through the Service, other than Customer Data), the
SPIDR Tech Technology and all improvements and derivatives of the foregoing
(including all intellectual property and proprietary rights embodied therein or
associated therewith) are and shall remain owned by SPIDR Tech or its licensors,
and this Agreement in no way conveys any right, title or interest in the Service or
the SPIDR Tech Technology other than a limited right to use the Service in
accordance with the terms and conditions herein. No right or license is granted
hereunder to Customer under any trademarks, service marks, trade names or
logos. Customer shall not remove any SPIDR Tech trademark, service mark or
logo, or any proprietary notices or labels (including any copyright or trademark
notices) from the Service.
5.

Fees; Payments; Taxes.
5.1.
Fees. In consideration of the provision of the Service hereunder, Customer
shall pay SPIDR Tech the fees as set forth and the scheduled laid out on the
Sales Proposal.
5.2.
Taxes. All amounts due hereunder are exclusive of all sales, use, excise,
service, value added, or other taxes, duties and charges of any kind (whether
foreign, federal, state, local or other) associated with this Agreement, the Service,
or Customer’s access to the Service. Customer shall be solely responsible for all
such taxes, duties and charges (except for taxes imposed on SPIDR Tech’s
income), which may be invoiced by SPIDR Tech from time-to-time.

Payment Method. Customer shall make all payments hereunder, in US
dollars, in the manner specified by SPIDR Tech, and without deduction of any
charges, taxes or other amounts.
5.3.

Late Payments. Customer shall pay interest on all late payments at the
lesser of (a) 1.5% per month or (b) the highest rate permissible under applicable
law, calculated daily and compounded monthly. Customer shall reimburse SPIDR
Tech for all costs and expenses, including attorneys’ fees, incurred in collecting
any unpaid amounts owed by Customer hereunder.
5.4.

6.

Term; Termination.
6.1.
Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Eﬀective Date
and, unless earlier terminated as set forth herein, shall continue for the period
and in the manner set forth in the Sales Proposal. Either Party may terminate
this Agreement by providing the other Party 30 days advance written notice of
its desire to terminate. The entire term before termination is collectively referred
to as the “Term” herein.
6.2.
Termination for Breach. Either Party may terminate this Agreement by
written notice thereof to the other Party, if the other Party materially breaches this
Agreement and does not cure such breach within 30 days after written notice
thereof.
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Eﬀects of Termination; Survival. Upon any termination of this Agreement:
(a) all rights granted to Customer hereunder shall terminate and SPIDR Tech shall
no longer provide access to the Service to Customer, and (b) Customer shall
cease using the Service. Any obligations that have accrued prior to termination
shall survive termination of this Agreement. In addition, the following Sections, as
well as any other provisions herein which by their nature should survive, shall
survive termination of this Agreement: Sections 4 through 12.
6.3.

7.

Customer Data.
7.1.
Data Generally. All data and information which the Customer inputs or
provides to the Service (the “Customer Data”) is stored in a private and secure
fashion (as regulated by CJIS requirements), and will not be used by SPIDR Tech
except as permitted herein. Customer hereby grants to SPIDR Tech a limited,
non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free right to use, reproduce, manipulate,
display, transmit and distribute the Customer Data solely in connection with
providing the Service to Customer, and improving and developing the Service. In
addition, SPIDR Tech may analyze Customer Data, and data of other customers,
to create aggregated or anonymized statistics or data that do not identify
Customer or any individual, and SPIDR Tech may during and after the Term use
and disclose such statistics or data in its discretion.
Except as specified
otherwise in this Agreement (including the Sales Proposal), Customer shall be
solely responsible for providing, updating, uploading and maintaining all
Customer Data.
The content of Customer Data shall be Customer’s sole
responsibility. SPIDR Tech shall operate the Service in a manner that provides
reasonable information security for Customer Data, using commercially
reasonable data backup, security, and recovery protections (as regulated by CJIS
requirements).

Additional Customer Responsibilities. Customer is solely responsible for
all Customer Data. SPIDR Tech does not guarantee the accuracy, integrity or
quality of Customer Data. Customer shall not: (a) upload or otherwise make
available to SPIDR Tech any Customer Data that is unlawful or that violates the
rights of any third parties; (b) upload or otherwise make available to SPIDR Tech
any Customer Data that Customer does not have a right to transmit due to any
law, rule, regulation or other obligation; (c) use, upload or otherwise transmit any
Customer Data that infringes any intellectual property or other proprietary rights
of any third party; (d) upload or otherwise make available to SPIDR Tech any
material that contains software viruses or any other computer code, files or
programs designed to interrupt, destroy, limit the functionality of any computer
software or hardware or telecommunications equipment; (e) interfere with or
disrupt the Service or servers or networks connected to the Service; (f) upload or
otherwise make available to SPIDR Tech any Customer Data that constitutes
protected health information subject to the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act or any regulation, rule or standards issued thereunder; or (g)
7.2.
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violate any applicable law, rule or regulation, including those regarding the export
of technical data.
8.

Representations and Warranties; Disclaimer.
General Representations and Warranties. Each Party hereby represents
and warrants to the other Party that: (a) it is a corporation, company or other
entity (as applicable) duly organized, validly existing and in good standing in its
jurisdiction of organization; (b) its execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement have been duly and validly authorized by all necessary organizational
action on its part; (c) the provisions set forth in this Agreement constitute legal,
valid, and binding obligations of such Party enforceable against such Party in
accordance with their terms, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency and other laws
aﬀecting creditors’ rights generally; and (d) its execution, delivery and
performance of this Agreement do not and will not conflict with, result in a breach
of, constitute a default under, or require the consent of any third party under, any
agreement or other obligation to which such Party is subject.
8.1.

8.2.
SPIDR Tech Limited Warranty. SPIDR Tech warrants that it will provide the
Service in a competent and workmanlike manner. SPIDR Tech does not warrant
that it will be able to correct all reported defects or that use of the Service will be
uninterrupted or error free. SPIDR Tech makes no warranty regarding features or
services provided by any third parties. SPIDR Tech retains the right to modify its
services and the SPIDR Tech Technology in its sole discretion; provided that
doing so does not have a material adverse impact on the Service hereunder.
Customer’s sole remedy for SPIDR Tech’s breach of the warranty in this
paragraph shall be that SPIDR Tech shall remedy the applicable error, or if SPIDR
Tech is unable to do so in a timely manner, refund to Customer actual damages
up to a limit of the fees paid for the Service for the 6-month period immediately
prior to when the breach of warranty occurred.

Disclaimer. EXCEPT FOR THE WARRANTIES SET FORTH IN SECTIONS
8.1-8.2 ABOVE, SPIDR TECH MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY
WHATSOEVER, AND HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES, WITH RESPECT TO THE SERVICE (IN EACH CASE WHETHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED BY LAW, COURSE OF DEALING, COURSE OF
PERFORMANCE, USAGE OF TRADE OR OTHERWISE), INCLUDING ANY
WARRANTY (A) OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT, (B) THAT THE SERVICE WILL MEET
CUSTOMER’S REQUIREMENTS, WILL ALWAYS BE AVAILABLE, ACCESSIBLE,
UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE OR OPERATE WITHOUT ERROR, (C) AS
TO THE RESULTS THAT MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF THE SERVICE,
OR (D) AS TO THE ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY OF ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED FROM THE SERVICE.
8.3.

9.

Limitations of Liability.
Damages Cap. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY LAW, SPIDR
TECH’S TOTAL LIABILITY FOR ALL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED
9.1.
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TO THE SERVICE OR THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE, SHALL NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL
AMOUNT OF FEES PAID BY CUSTOMER TO SPIDR TECH UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT DURING THE PRIOR 6 MONTHS.
9.2.
Disclaimer of Indirect Damages.
EXCEPT FOR (A) CUSTOMER’S
OBLIGATION TO PAY ALL AMOUNTS DUE HEREUNDER, (B) ITS
INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS OR (C) ITS BREACH OF ANY INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY OR CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS HEREIN
(INCLUDING ANY LIMITATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF THE SERVICE),
IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES (INCLUDING LOSS OF DATA, PROFITS OR REVENUE) ARISING OUT
OF OR RELATED TO THE SERVICE OR THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER SUCH
DAMAGES ARISE IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE) OR
OTHERWISE.
9.3.
Basis of the Bargain. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THE LIMITATIONS OF
LIABILITY SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 9 ARE A FUNDAMENTAL BASIS OF
THE BARGAIN, THAT SPIDR TECH HAS SET ITS FEES IN RELIANCE ON THE
ENFORCEABILITY OF THESE PROVISIONS, AND THAT THEY SHALL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING THAT ANY REMEDY SHALL FAIL ITS ESSENTIAL
PURPOSE.
10.

Indemnification.
10.1. SPIDR Tech Indemnification. SPIDR Tech shall defend, indemnify and hold
harmless Customer and its directors, oﬃcers, employees and agents (“Customer
Indemnified Parties”) from and against any third party claims, actions,
proceedings, demands, lawsuits, damages, liabilities and expenses (including
reasonable attorneys’ fees and court costs) (collectively, “Claims”) to the extent
based on any claim that the Service infringes, misappropriates or otherwise
violates (collectively, “Infringes”) any third party intellectual property or proprietary
right (excluding patents).

Customer Indemnification. Customer shall defend, indemnify and hold
harmless SPIDR Tech and its directors, oﬃcers, employees, agents and providers
(“SPIDR Tech Indemnified Parties”) from and against any Claims to the extent
based on any claim that the Customer Data Infringes any third party intellectual
property or proprietary right (excluding patents).
10.2.

Indemnification Process. As conditions of the indemnification obligations in
Sections 10.1-10.2 above: (a) the applicable Customer Indemnified Party or
SPIDR Tech Indemnified Party (the “Indemnitee”) will provide the indemnifying
Party (the “Indemnitor”) with prompt written notice of any Claim for which
indemnification is sought (provided that failure to so notify will not remove the
Indemnitor’s indemnification obligations except to the extent it is prejudiced
thereby), (b) the Indemnitee will permit the Indemnitor to control the defense and
settlement of such Claim, and (c) the Indemnitee will reasonably cooperate with
10.3.
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the Indemnitor in connection with the Indemnitor’s evaluation, defense and
settlement of such Claim. In defending any Claim, the Indemnitor shall use
counsel reasonably satisfactory to the other Party. The Indemnitor shall not settle
or compromise any such Claim or consent to the entry of any judgment without
the prior written consent of the other Party (not unreasonably withheld).
Exclusions. SPIDR Tech’s obligations in Section 10.1 above shall not apply
to any Claim to the extent arising from or relating to (a) misuse of the Service
(including any use not strictly in accordance with the documentation therefor,
SPIDR Tech’s instructions, and this Agreement), (b) any modification, alteration or
conversion of the Service not created or approved in writing by SPIDR Tech, (c)
any combination of the Service with any computer, hardware, software or service
not provided by SPIDR Tech, (d) SPIDR Tech’s compliance with specifications or
other requirements of Customer, or (e) any third party data or Customer Data. If
the Service is or may be subject to a Claim of Infringement described in Section
10.1 above, SPIDR Tech may, at its cost and sole discretion: (i) obtain the right for
Customer to continue using the Service as contemplated herein; or (ii) replace or
modify the Service so that it becomes non-Infringing without substantially
compromising its principal functions; or (iii) to the extent the foregoing are not
commercially reasonable, terminate this Agreement and return to Customer any
pre-paid fees for the Service associated with the then-remaining Term. SPIDR
Tech’s obligations in this Section 10 shall be SPIDR Tech’s sole obligations, and
Customer’s sole remedies, in the event of any Infringement of intellectual property
or proprietary rights by or related to to the Service.
10.4.

11.

Confidentiality.
Definition. “Confidential Information” means information that is disclosed
by either Party (the “Disclosing Party”) to the other Party (the “Receiving Party”)
hereunder during the Term that is clearly labeled or identified as confidential or
proprietary when disclosed, or that, under the circumstances, should reasonably
be treated as confidential, except that “Confidential Information” shall not include
any information that (a) is or becomes generally known to the public through no
fault of, or breach of this Agreement by, the Receiving Party; (b) is rightfully in the
Receiving Party’s possession at the time of disclosure without an obligation of
confidentiality; (c) is independently developed by the Receiving Party without use
of the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information; or (d) is rightfully obtained by
the Receiving Party from a third party without restriction on use or disclosure. In
addition, (i) the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be deemed to be
Confidential Information of both Parties; and (ii) the Service and SPIDR Tech
Technology shall be deemed Confidential Information of SPIDR Tech, regardless
of whether or not they are labeled or identified, or would reasonably be
considered confidential.
11.1.

11.2. General Obligations. Each Party agrees that it will during the Term and
thereafter (a) not disclose the other Party’s Confidential Information to any third
party (other than as permitted in the last sentence of this paragraph); (b) use the
other Party’s Confidential Information only to the extent reasonably necessary to
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perform its obligations or exercise its rights under this Agreement; (c) disclose the
other Party’s Confidential Information only to those of its employees and
independent contractors who reasonably need to know such information for
purposes of this Agreement and who are bound by confidentiality obligations
oﬀering substantially similar protection to those in this Section 11; and (d) protect
all Confidential Information of the other Party from unauthorized use, access, or
disclosure in the same manner as it protects its own confidential information of a
similar nature, and in no event with less than reasonable care. Notwithstanding
the above, this paragraph shall not prohibit: (i) a Party from disclosing
Confidential Information of the other Party to the extent required by applicable
law, rule or regulation (including a court order or other government order) or the
rules and regulations of the SEC or any national securities exchange; provided
that such Party provides the other Party prior written notice of such disclosure, to
the extent practicable, and reasonably cooperates with eﬀorts of the other Party
to seek confidential treatment thereof, to the extent such cooperation is
requested by the other Party; or (ii) a Party from disclosing the terms and
conditions of this Agreement to its attorneys and financial advisors, or current or
potential lenders, other sources of financing, investors or acquirors; provided that
such third parties are bound by confidentiality obligations oﬀering substantially
similar protection to those in this Section 11 (provided further that such third
parties are only permitted to use such information for the purpose of advising,
lending or providing financing to, or investing in or acquiring, such Party, as
applicable).
Return or Destruction. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Agreement, the Receiving Party will return to the Disclosing Party, or destroy or
erase, the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information in tangible form, upon the
termination of this Agreement; provided that (a) Receiving Party may retain a copy
of Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information solely for the purposes of tracking
Receiving Party’s rights and obligations hereunder with respect thereto, (b)
Receiving Party may retain copies of Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information
solely to the extent required by law or by applicable professional standards which
require such Party to retain copies of its working papers, and (c) Receiving Party
may retain Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information solely to the extent
reasonably necessary for Receiving Party to exercise rights or perform obligations
under this Agreement that survive such termination.
11.3.

11.4. Feedback. Notwithstanding the above or anything to the contrary herein, to
the extent that Customer at any time provides SPIDR Tech with any feedback or
suggestions regarding the Service, including potential improvements or changes
thereto (collectively, “Feedback”), the Feedback shall not be considered
Confidential Information of Customer, and SPIDR Tech shall be free to use,
disclose, and otherwise exploit in any manner, the Feedback for any purpose.
12.

Miscellaneous.
12.1. Compliance with Laws.
Each Party shall comply with all laws, rules,
regulations and ordinances applicable to its activities hereunder.
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Hosting Providers. Customer acknowledges that the Service is hosted by
third party hosting providers (the “Hosting Contractors”). SPIDR Tech may
change its Hosting Contractors at any time. Customer’s use of the Service is
subject to any applicable restrictions imposed by the Hosting Contractors.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, SPIDR Tech shall not be
liable for any problems, failures, defects or errors with the Service to the extent
caused by the Hosting Contractors. Customer acknowledges that the fees
payable for the Service reflect the fact that SPIDR Tech is not responsible for the
acts and omissions of the Hosting Contractors.
12.2.

Assignment. Customer may not assign this Agreement, or assign any of its
rights or delegate any of its obligations under this Agreement, without the prior
written consent of SPIDR Tech. SPIDR Tech may freely assign this Agreement, or
assign any of its rights or delegate any of its obligations under this Agreement.
Any purported assignment or delegation in violation of this paragraph is null and
void. This Agreement will bind and inure to the benefit of each Party’s successor
and permitted assigns.
12.3.

Entire Agreement; Amendment.
This Agreement (including the Sales
Proposal attached hereto) contains the complete understanding and agreement
of the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior
or contemporaneous agreements or understandings, oral or written, with respect
thereto. No pre-printed terms on any purchase order, invoice or similar document
issued in relation to this Agreement shall have any eﬀect on the Parties or this
Agreement. This Agreement may be amended or modified only by an express
written agreement signed by duly authorized representatives of both Parties.
12.4.

12.5. Notices. Unless otherwise specifically provided herein, all notices required
or permitted by this Agreement shall be in writing and may be delivered
personally, or may be sent by facsimile, overnight delivery or certified mail, return
receipt requested, to the addresses provided in the Sales Proposal.

Force Majeure. SPIDR Tech shall not be liable or responsible to Customer,
nor be considered to have defaulted or breached this Agreement, for any failure
or delay in fulfilling or performing any provision of this Agreement to the extent
such failure or delay is caused by or results from any act, circumstance or other
cause beyond the reasonable control of SPIDR Tech, including acts of God, flood,
fire, earthquake, explosion, governmental actions, war, invasion or hostilities
(whether war is declared or not), terrorist threats or acts, riot, or other civil unrest,
national emergency, revolution, insurrection, epidemic, lockouts, strikes or other
labor disputes (whether or not relating to either Party's workforce), or restraints or
delays aﬀecting carriers or inability or delay in obtaining supplies of adequate or
suitable technology or components, telecommunication breakdown, or power
outage.
12.6.

12.7. Publicity. SPIDR Tech shall have the right to use Customer’s name and
logo on client lists published on SPIDR Tech’s website and in marketing materials.
SPIDR Tech may announce the relationship hereunder in a press release provided
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that SPIDR Tech obtains Customer’s prior approval of the wording of the release
(not to be unreasonably withheld).
12.8. Choice of Law. This Agreement is and will be governed by and construed
under the laws of California USA, without giving eﬀect to any conflicts of laws
provision thereof or of any other jurisdiction that would produce a contrary result.
The Parties hereby consent to the jurisdiction of any federal or state court located
in the state of California for any claim or other proceeding related to this
Agreement or their activities hereunder, and waive any objections of improper
venue or inconvenient forum.
12.9. Injunctive Relief.
Each Party acknowledges that its breach of any
intellectual property or confidentiality obligations or restrictions herein (including
any limitations or restrictions on use of the Service) will cause substantial harm to
the other Party that could not be remedied by payment of damages alone.
Accordingly, the other Party will be entitled to seek preliminary, temporary and
permanent injunctive relief, and other equitable relief, for any such breach,
without any requirement to post bond, in any court of competent jurisdiction.
12.10. Relationship of the Parties. The relationship between the Parties is that of
independent contractors.
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be
construed as creating any agency, partnership, joint venture or other form of joint
enterprise or employment relationship between the Parties, and neither Party
shall have authority to contract for or bind the other Party in any manner
whatsoever.

Waiver. No waiver by either Party of any of the provision of this Agreement
is eﬀective unless explicitly set forth in writing and signed by such Party. No
failure to exercise, or delay in exercising, any right, remedy, power or privilege
arising from this Agreement operates, or may be construed, as a waiver thereof.
No single or partial exercise of any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder
precludes any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right,
remedy, power or privilege.
12.11.

Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or
unenforceable in any jurisdiction, such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability shall
not aﬀect any other provision of this Agreement or invalidate or render
unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction.
12.12.

12.13. Headings; Interpretation. Headings are provided for convenience only and
will not be used to interpret the substance of this Agreement. Unless the intent is
expressly otherwise in specific instances, use of the words “include,” “includes,”
or “including” in this Agreement shall not be limiting and “or” shall not be
exclusive.
12.14. Counterparts.
This Agreement may be executed in two counterparts
(which may be delivered by .pdf or other facsimile format acceptable to the
Parties), each of which shall be an original and both of which taken together shall
form one agreement.
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 3/9/2020
Action Title: Vehicle Surplus – “Gold”
Time Sensitivity: Normal
Background / Purpose:
As documented in last-month’s APF, WT is seeking authorization to surplus the “Gold” truck in
the same manner as “Green”. A similar analysis has been performed and the result shows that
the cost to repair the “Gold” truck to working status exceeds its current value by over $1500.00
– which is 25% more than the vehicles trade-in value. To support this surplus request, WT has
obtained a repair quote as well as supporting value information from Kelly Blue Book - both of
which are supplied with this APF for review.
As a result of merger, the WT ECS team now has access to two additional vehicles, the Ford
Explorer (former Director vehicle) and a Suburban (pre-merger SNO911 pool vehicle), so the
need to keep “Gold” as a spare for maintenance purposes is eliminated and spending funds
simply to bring it to working order would provide minimal value to the agency.
All proceeds are to be deposited in the operating fund.

Recommendation/Motion:
Motion to authorize SNO911 Executive Director or designee to utilize the James G. Murphy
auction services to sell – or if it can’t be sold, dispose of - the vehicle identified as “Gold” and
remove the vehicle from the SNO911/SNOCO inventory with any proceeds to be deposited
into the operating budget.
Name
Gold

Description
2009 Ford F250

Vehicle Identification Number #
1FTWW31R38ED80899
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SNOCO Asset #
NCS06

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Howard Tucker
Brad Steiner
Andrew Perry
Gold Truck evaluation
Thursday, February 6, 2020 9:51:40 AM
gold truck repair estimate and book value documentation.pdf

Brad,
We have received the estimate for repairs to make the 2008 F350 Gold truck road worthy/safe.
Repairs included steering repairs, tires, and cooling system work. The cost estimate for repairs
exceeds the trade in value of the truck which I would equivocate to an auction value if we were to
send the truck to surplus. I recommend that we surplus the gold truck.

Gold Truck
2008 Ford F350 Crew Cab
Mileage 203,000
VIN 1FTWW31R38ED80899

Repair
KBB Trade in Value
Estimate
Repairs- Value
$5,415
$6,915
$1,500

Attached are the repair estimate and the KBB Trade in value estimate.

--Howard Tucker | Systems Support Manager
Snohomish County 911 | 1121 SE Everett Mall Way, Suite 200, Everett, WA 98208
Office: | Email: htucker@sno911.org
CELL 360-722-0522
Help starts here!
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
RESOLUTION NO. ____2020-02
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
(SNO911) AUTHORIZING TEMPORARY COVID-19 RELATED LEAVE BENEFITS
WHEREAS: On February 29, 2020 Governor Jay Inslee issued Proclamation 20-05 Declaring a
State of Emergency in all counties of the State of Washington to address the impacts of COVID19;
WHEREAS: The Washington State outbreak of COVID-19 and the effects of its extreme risk of
person-to-person transmission throughout Snohomish County and Washington State significantly
impacts the life and health of our employees and constitutes a public emergency that affects life,
health, and property;
WHEREAS: The SNO911 Executive Director has ordered actions to prevent employees
diagnosed with or potentially exposed to COVID-19 not report to work.
WHEREAS: In order to address the financial impacts of not reporting to work when exhibiting
COVID-19 symptoms, the Board of Directors believes it is necessary to provide emergency sick
leave to Snohomish County 911 employees.
Resolution: NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Directors of Snohomish County
911 as follows:
1. All employees absent from work for their own COVID-19 diagnosis or potential exposure,
or for a household family member’s COVID-19 diagnosis, shall be granted paid emergency
sick leave for that absence in the amount of up to 40 hours;
2. The Executive Director or designee shall be responsible for monitoring the granting and
use of the sick leave and may deny such use if in the Director’s reasonable discretion, an
employee is misusing the additional paid sick leave;
3. The additional sick leave benefits shall apply retroactively to February 29, 2020 and shall
automatically expire and no longer be available on August 1, 2020 unless extended by the
Board of Directors;
4. The additional sick leave benefits shall have no cash value when an employee separates
from employment with SNO911; and
5. The This Resolution shall apply to all non-represented employees. The Executive Director
is authorized to negotiate the benefits contained in this resolution and enter into any
necessary related agreement with the two agency unions.
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Adoption: ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of Snohomish County 911, at an open public
meeting of such Board on the ____________ 19 day of ____________________, March 2020.
___________________________
Board President
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
RESOLUTION NO. ____2020-03
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
(SNO911) AUTHORIZING TEMPORARY COVID-19 RELATED POLICIES
WHEREAS: On February 29, 2020 Governor Jay Inslee issued Proclamation 20-05 Declaring a
State of Emergency in all counties of the State of Washington to address the impacts of COVID19;
WHEREAS: The Washington State outbreak of COVID-19 and the effects of its extreme risk of
person-to-person transmission throughout Snohomish County and Washington State significantly
impacts the life and health of our employees and constitutes a public emergency that affects life,
health, and property;
WHEREAS: The Executive Director has ordered social distancing practices agency wide.
WHEREAS: In order to address the potential financial impacts to employees who are otherwise
available to report to work but have been directed to work from home due to COVID-19 concerns,
the Board of Directors is striving to ensure these employees are not financially impacted through
loss of wage or salary.
Resolution: NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Commissioners of
Snohomish County 911 as follows:
1. To the degree possible and as through a program defined by the Executive Director all
appointive staff not physically needed in the office staff will work remotely. Those staff
paid on a salary basis and working remotely shall be paid their normal salary. Those staff
paid on an hourly basis and working remotely shall be paid a minimum of the hours they
were normally scheduled to work;
2. The Executive Director or designee shall be responsible for developing and adjusting
remote work plans for suitable staff as operationally necessary to perform the core
functions of SNO911;
3. This designation will automatically expire on August 1st, 2020 unless extended by the
Board of Directors.
2.
Adoption: ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of Snohomish County 911, at an open public
meeting of such Board on the ____________ 19 day of ____________________, March 2020.

___________________________
Board President
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SNO911 Employee Committee Report
To the SNO911 Board of Directors
March 19, 2020
Safety Committee
The March meeting of the Safety Committee focused mainly on the Covid-19 outbreak. There
was discussion about the precautions SNO911 had already taken, as well as suggestions for
additional procedures to enact. The Safety Committee sent forward several recommendations
to Operations, including increased sanitizing of work stations on the dispatch floor, which were
then distributed to all staff. There have been no reported workplace accidents for several
months. Next meeting is scheduled for May 6th, 2020.
Sean Kane, Training Office Supervisor
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Snohomish County 911
Police Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting Summary for March 10, 2020 - 10:30-11:30 p.m.
WEB - CONFERENCE

Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined. Motions are underlined and
bold.
Meeting Attendance:
POLICE TAC REPRESENTATIVES
Deputy Chief Daniel Cone
Clerk Maria Buell
Chief Jim Lawless, Chair
Captain Rod Sniffen
Commander Ron Brooks
POLICE TAC ALTERNATES
Chief Mike Catlett
Sergeant Alan Hardwick
Deputy Chief John DeRousse
Commander Jeff Beazizo
Staff Support Team and Guests
Executive Director Kurt Mills
Ops Manager Karen McKay
Deputy Director Brad Steiner
Ops Manager Hattie Schweitzer











Commander Chuck Steichen
Asst. Chief Jeff Goldman
Deputy Chief Scott Eastman
Deputy Chief Ryan Irving
Commander Mike Haynes



Commander Coleman Langdon
Commander Larry Buell
Chief Greg Elwin
Chief Jeff Jolley



Bureau Chief Ian Huri
Captain John Flood
Acting Captain Jeff Graves

Deputy Director Terry Peterson
Director of Ops Andie Burton
Ops Manager Karl Christian
MPO Travis Katzer





Director of IT, Steve Lawlor
Records Officer Sheila Betts




Asst. Chief Glen Koen
Sheriff Adam Fortney
Chief Keith Rogers
Chief Rob Martin
Chief Don Tardiff








SNO911 Executive Director Mills called the meeting to order at 1038 hours
February 11, 2020 Minutes Approves:
No motion for approval (will be added to April’s meeting)
1.

Announcements: NONE

2.

Action Items: NONE

3.

Action Items: NONE

4.

Reports
A. Policy Review Committee – Jim Lawless
No report.
B. Mobile Users’ Group – Travis Katzer
No report.
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C. SNO911 Updates
a. Data Analyst Positon – Kurt Mills
We’ve received a good number of applicants and will be moving forward with
interviews
b. CAD Lite Drill – Terry Peterson
SNO911 has had 2 live drills. The feedback from staff has been positive from center
staff. We will be conducting additional drills and agency coordination in the near
future.
D. PTCC – Steve Lawlor
System Administrative Role: The changes to the PTCC Bylaws that were mentioned at
our February meeting have not been completed. They will be presented to the
committee as soon as they are ready.
E. Radio Replacement Project – Brad Steiner
Brad reports Motorola has delivered the replacement portable radios and the SNO911
Wireless Technology team is preparing to program them. These are replacement radios
ONLY.
The option to “opt-out” of radio installation portion of the Radio Replacement Project as
set to expire this same afternoon 903/10/2020). As of today’s TAC meeting, the following
agencies had opted out of installation:




SCSO – includes all contract agencies
Lake Stevens Police Department
Edmonds Police Department

Brad also noted that a Project Manager has been selected and is now engaged.
F. Radio Template Sub-Committee – Chuck Steichen
Nothing to report (in the process of rescheduled)
5.

Technical Update – Steve Lawlor
A. Window Patch: The patching process went smoothly and it was done in under 3 hours.
The next Windows update for production is planned May 27, 2020.
B. Jacket Consolidation Tool: The Tyler Consolidation Tool ran successfully. It will be run
every three months unless a re-evaluation identifies a need to change the frequency.
C. Northrop Grumman (NG) CAD: As a follow-up the retrieving data from NG CAD, Everett
has extracted the records they wanted. We are working with SCSO to do the same.
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6.

New Business
A. COVID-19
a. MyCrimeReports – Karen McKay
Karen encouraged agencies that currently utilize the online reporting system to consider
expanding Type Codes that cover some of the non-emergent, low priority incidents and
the agencies that are not taking advantage of the system, consider signing up.
Examples of type codes for consideration are:
 Collisions (on private property)
 Fraud – Non-priority
 Found Property
 Abandoned (the addition of this type code would need to be accepted by all
agencies)
 Shoplift (non-mandatory booking)
This is an attempt to reduce the risk of COVID-19 to our responders associated with
public contact. Additional consideration is the potential for SNO911 dispatch staff to be
severely impacted by the virus. With the addition of the Type Codes listed above as an
option for online reporting, the reduction in call volume could potentially relieve some
of the impact to a shortage of dispatchers.
If an agency would like more information, contact the SNO911 help-desk.
b & c. Emergency Staff Planning and General Updates – Kurt Mills
The SNO911 leadership team is meeting daily to review updates and recommendations
provided by the CDC. Using those recommendations, SNO911 has implemented several
procedures and considering additional, in an attempt to mitigate the spread of COVID19 to the agency. Some examples are:
1. Hygiene & Health
i. Multiple hand sanitizer stand-up dispensers
ii. Fever – No work until 72 hours after gone (Sno Co Health Dept.
Guidelines)
iii. Additional cleaning by janitorial staff
2. Social Distancing
i. Cancelled SNO911, on site tours and visitors
ii. Meeting being held via web-conference
iii. 911 Staff diversification (splitting 911 staff between North and South
Campus)
iv. Full and/or partial telecommuting for suitable staff
3. Planning
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
7.

Operate with decreased staff
Pandemic Protocol 36 – Activated in Surveillance Mode
Increased utilization of MyCrimeReport (as mentioned above)
Integration in County Planning
Coordination with other ECC’s

Old Business:
A. Spidr Tech - Kurt Mills
Kurt provided Spidr Tech’s Summary and Proposal to the committee for review, discussion
and consideration. Spidr Tech provided two options:
1. Option 1 – *Patrol & *Insights: Year 1 & 2 $264,995 (total), Year 3, $99,998.
2. Option 2 – Patrol, Insights and *Investigations: Years 1 & 2 #22,143, Year 3 $128,571
They have offered a price reduction in addition to the 50% in the initial proposal for standard
licensing, if SNO911 executes a contract in March and pre-pays for the first two years. The
first two years could be funded as a capital expenditure by SNO911. In 2022, funding would
be a part of our law enforcement agency assessment.
Rod asked if this would be a long term contract. Kurt stated the contract had not been
negotiated and an exit clause could be an option to add to the language.
Motion to present a recommendation to move forward with OPTION #2, to the Finance
Committee: Chuck Steichen
2nd: Rod Sniffen
(all in favor with 0 opposing and 0
abstaining)
*Patrol: Public Communication during response phase *Insights: Post incident public surveys *Investigation: Public
Communications during investigation phase

B. DRE Call-Out – Karen McKay
The new policy has been distributed to dispatch staff.
Karen also shared that there has been discussion with our member agencies to begin
entering “skills” in New World.
C. ALARMV – Vehicle Car Alarms
Karen shared this new Type Code has been in place and requested this be removed from the
Agenda.
9.

Good of the Order
Scott Eastman asked what steps Mukilteo would need to take to move to MyCrimeReport.
Steve Lawlor shared the following steps:
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1. Agency needs to identify individuals or a specific group of employees that will be
responsible for receiving and responding to alerts/notifications sent by
MyCrimeReport when an online report has been filed.
2. SNO911 will set up the agencies account with those details.
3.
Steve also mentioned SNO911 IT sends out weekly notifications to participating agencies if
As a reminder of pending reports in the system.

10.

Meeting adjourned at 1116 hours.
The next meeting is scheduled for April 14, 2020 @ 1030 TENTATIVELY at Snohomish
County 911
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee
February 19, 2020

Committee
Members in
Attendance

Alternates
in Attendance

Guests and Staff
in Attendance

Doug Dahl

South County Fire

Drew Bono

Fire District 24

Steve Guptill
Mike Gatterman

Fire District 7
Fire District 4

Willie Harper
Eric Andrews

Fire District 25
Fire District 26

Merlin Halverson
Bronson Smith

Fire District 5
Fire District 15

Mike Worthy
Dave Kraski

Fire District 27
Arlington Fire

Brian Anderson
Jim Haverfield

First District 16
Fire District 17

Mike Calvert
Larry Huff

Everett Fire
Lake Stevens Fire

Keith Strotz
Chad Schmidt

Fire District 19
First District 21

Darryl Neuhoff
Blake Engnes

Marysville Fire
Mukilteo Fire

Travis Hots
Tim Bond

Fire District 22
Fire District 23

John Cermak
Brian McMahan

North County RFA
Paine Field Fire

Ron Simmons
Bill Dane

Fire District 4
Fire District 17

Dave DeMarco
Mike Messer

Everett Fire
Lake Stevens Fire

Gino Bellizzi
Jeremy Stocker

First District 19
Fire District 22

Jeff Cole
Chris Alexander

Marysville Fire
Mukilteo Fire

Dennis Fenstermaker
Ernie Walters

Fire District 24
Fire District 26

Don Bartlett
Thad Hovis

North County RFA
South County Fire

Theresa Ramey

Arlington Fire

Joel Johnson

Fire District 25

Don Waller, SNO 4
Robert Eastman, SCF
John Chalfant, SCF
Ryan Lundquist, SCFD #7
Kurt Mills, SNO911
Terry Peterson, SNO911

Brad Steiner, SNO911
Steve Lawlor, SNO911
Michael Gallagher, SNO911
Andie Burton, SNO911
Katie Karr, SNO911

Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Vice Chairman Steve Guptill brought the meeting to order at 1:31 p.m.
1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: None

2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: A motion was made by Darryl Neuhoff and seconded by Thad Hovis to
approve the January 2020 Fire TAC / Ops meeting minutes as written. Unanimously approved.

3.

COMMITTEE UPDATES:
A. PTCC / NWS. Steve Lawlor. Met at the beginning of the month. Crew Force/Shield Force
was discussed. Testing group will be presenting to the TACs and user groups next month.
Should get final feedback by Friday. Consensus is some benefit, but not a replacement for
an MDC but could be beneficial to command staff. New CAD web view- Damon and Brent
are working on this. If you haven’t seen it, let Steve know and he’ll get you set up.
Windows update for production environment will start 2/25 at 0200. Delta updates took 4
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B.
C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

4.

hours, this one should be around 5 hours, maybe shorter. Recommendations for changes to
PTCC bylaws. Steve will bring to Kurt and Terry and then bring next month for approval.
New World- starting discussion to determine when to move to next version.
Technical Update. Steve Lawlor. Covered above. CAD Lite testing was done 2/18-2/19 and
from a tech standpoint, went well.
Radio Replacement Committee. Brad Steiner. WAVE 5000 was approved at Board last
month. Motorola has ordered the Wave5000 equipment and working on getting a schedule
and deployment plan. Coverage requests have come through and looking at scenarios for
existing and future system. Starting to see movement and sharing between SNO911 and
Motorola. PPC meetings will be starting again now that there is data to look at. Two
policies were brought to the group for discussion. First one discusses a reimbursement for
additional subscribers and radios. This is formalizing a policy from last October from the
Board. Brad gave background on reimbursement for radios purchased outside the scope of
contract. Brad then went over how to order the radios and paperwork needed. If additional
information is needed on the policy, call or email Brad. Second policy discussed by the
group was regarding an “opt out” policy for agencies that want to do their own radio
installations. This will go to the Board for review and approval. Chief Guptill brought up that
a decision needs to be made regarding which type of radios and the features that are
needed. The group discussed. Brad said that since information has been received from
Motorola, the PPC group can discuss further. Deputy Director Terry Peterson stated that a
deeper dive with the PPC meetings can look at all options. Many agencies are at a critical
shortage of radios and would like to have radios in hand as soon as possible. Chief Darryl
Neuhoff brought up that this is a good time to make adjustments and enhancements to the
current systems. Brad will send out dates for PPC meetings later today. Brad said SNO911
will have access to 80 portables and 20 radios that are scheduled to be shipped March 6th. If
there is need for more, let Brad know.
Radio Procedures. Andie Burton. None- added approved addition from last month to the
procedures to state which unit called a code blue in the advisory page. New police type
code was created for alarms coming from a vehicle. Approved at PTCC so on law side, new
type code is ALARMV . Andie will send out the most recent PDF copy of the fire radio
procedure guide at Darryl’s request.
Fire Standards/Data. Robert Eastman. Slow start for the year but will continue to meet.
Hoping to get started next week.
Fire User Group. Darryl Neuhoff. Now meeting quarterly with conference calls as needed.
Level of Operations. Nothing new.
Rapid Dispatch Committee. Terry Peterson. Rapid dispatch is implemented and have
received positive feedback from agencies. At some point in the future will look at the fire
dispatch controller model.

SNO911 UPDATE:
A. Call of the Month. Terry Peterson. Every month the QA team screens hundreds of medical
calls and select 3-5 to forward for dispatch review. The team will select the best calls and there
will be staff recognition. This is a good way to celebrate a win within the center. Andie said
occasionally the agency that responded to the call will be asked to come to the dispatch center
to help present the award to the dispatcher. This is always appreciated by dispatch staff, so
please participate whenever possible.
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B. Scene Safety Fire Tone. Andie Burton. Issue originally brought forward by DRC/DSC. Andie
gave background information regarding a call where safety information didn’t get relayed
quickly due to the responding unit being in close proximity of the call. Additionally, one fire
agency had recently acquired ballistic protective equipment for firefighters. The question was
brought to SNO911 to see if there could be any enhanced workflow on the dispatch side for
early warning that there may be a scene security issue. The proposed workflow is when a call is
dispatched, if there is a known (by SNO911) scene safety issue to preface the advisory radio
transmission with an audible single alert tone followed by “all units responding to [location] be
aware of an unsecure scene. Terry said if we know there is a scene safety issue it will be in the
narrative of the call and to remind staff to check. The group discussed the benefits of this new
enhancement and agreed that it should be explored further. Chief Cermak asked about the
existing language about emergency traffic and alert tones for other situations in the IMS policy.
Should that be looked at and updated if necessary to be in line with radio procedures? Also,
should this tone be used for any emergency traffic, not just scene security. Andie/SNO911 will
work with DC Hovis from SCF on a policy and attempt to get a redline version out via email for
approval prior to the next Fire TAC meeting.
C. CAD-Lite Testing. Terry Peterson. CAD-Lite was a success this time around. Feedback from
dispatchers concluded that this is liked more than the pen and paper route. In the future CADLite will be available to FOCs as well. Darryl questioned variation on interaction between FOCs
and Dispatch. Asked if there is a different level of operating with dispatch when using CAD-Lite.
The group discussed and will try to make sure policies are followed through but figuring out still
how everything will work with CAD-Lite.
D. Updated Notification Groups. Kurt Mills. The Infectious Disease group discussed how
SNO911 could improve on communication with agencies. Information doesn’t always reach the
party it needs to. The group suggested to leverage the PSAP Notify philosophy where each
agency creates their own email groups and manage how they are disseminated and have
additional priorities. Trying to keep it simple. Kurt asked the group their thoughts and then will
come back with a formal policy to be looked at.
E. Centralized Decision Making. Kurt Mills. Revisiting centralized coordination. There are some
benefits to having this in the dispatch center under certain circumstances and want to continue
these conversations. It’s difficult to have 26 different models of coordination but hoping to
figure out how to implement limited authority to make decisions in the dispatch center. Terry
then discussed Protocol 36. Protocol 36 is enacted for a major pandemic event. The DRC/DSC
looked at what it would take to implement. Dispatch/ call taker implementation is relatively
easy, the issues would be with how the agencies would want to respond and not having each
agency be different. The recommendation is to get a group together to talk about how to work
with Protocol 36 and the framework for this could also help in other areas as well. Chief Eric
Andrews thinks a procedure needs to be written and presented to the Chiefs. Chief Guptill
agreed and suggested a resource list and orientation be set up as well. The decision was made
for this issue to be presented to the Chiefs group meeting on March 2nd.
Terry also mentioned that SNO911 has posted for a new position of Data Analyst. It is on the
website, if anyone knows of a good fit.
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5.

OLD BUSINESS:
A. Active 911- County Wide Format. Robert Eastman. Still working on it. Did testing with
Mukilteo and trying to work through the issues. Goal is to get Everett and Mukilteo on the
same platform and get everything consistent and fixed for everyone. Waiting for Derek to
get back to finish working through and then will present to the group.
B. IMS Guidelines- Talk Group Assignment. Andie Burton. Haven’t heard anything so will
bring back next month.

6.

NEW BUSINESS:
None.
GOOD OF THE ORDER: None.
ADJOURN: The Fire TAC / Operations Committee adjourned at 2:31 p.m.

7.
8.

The next Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, March
18th at 1:30 p.m. at South County Fire Headquarters in the Commissioner Board Room.
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Snohomish County 911
Finance Committee
Meeting Summary for March 12, 2020/ 10:00 am
Location: Web Conference
Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Meeting Attendance:

Committee Members
George Hurst
Bob Colinas
Staff Support Team
Kurt Mills
Brad Steiner

 David Chan


 Susan Neely

 Angie Baird
 Sharon Brendle

 Terry Peterson




George Hurst called the meeting to order at 10:05. All committee members, as well as Kurt and Brad,
attended either by web conferencing or phone. Attendance was taken by roll call.
Brad asked for the agenda to be modified to allow his action item to be addressed first. He had a conflict
and needed to leave the meeting early. Everyone agreed with this change.
I.

New Business
b. WT-Vehicle Surplus. Brad recalled that last month he brought a similar situation to the board
for action. This new request now relates to another older vehicle in WT’s fleet. He explained his
group performed their analysis and determined that the cost of the needed repairs exceed the
value of the vehicle by 25%. He further explained that they are considering going to a smaller
Snow Cat which would enable them to use smaller vehicles for towing. He added that surplusing
this vehicle now will have no effect on their towing capability. Currently, there are still 2 other
vehicles in the fleet that can tow the Snow Cat.
Bob moved to recommend to the Board, surplusing of what’s known as the Gold Truck, 2008 F350, estimated value of $1500, and surplusing of the vehicle would be to the James G. Murphy
Auction, for sale. The motion was seconded by David Chan.
Angie asked that the motion include the fund where proceeds will be deposited to: Operating
Fund 70. Bob questioned that fund and suggested it be deposited into Capital Replacement
instead. Angie agreed.
Bob amended his motion to include that money derived from the sale be deposited into Capital
Fund 110. David agreed with the amendment. There was no further discussion and the motion
passed unanimously.

II.

Reports.
a. Blanket Voucher Report. George asked if there were any questions. Bob said that for the
sake of timing, he would forego any questions he had and will ask them at the Board meeting.
George moved to recommend approval of the February Blanket Voucher and Payroll Approval
Report. The motion was seconded by David and approved by unanimous consent.
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b. January Fund Balance Report. David said he thinks the report is really great and he
appreciates having the fund balance report so he can see where the agency is financially.
Angie thanked David for his comment. No action was needed.
Bob said he has a lot of questions after seeing the brief report provided. He said he would
prefer more explanation on the way the funds are set up. He said he will save any further
comments for a future meeting.
III.

New Business.
a. SPIDR-Tech Software. Terry explained that SNO911 learned of this software a couple of
months ago at the recommendation of the City of Everett. This technology enables text
communication with the caller after the initial 911 call. This would help keep the caller
informed by sending progress updates or notification of any delays associated with their call.
There are 3 modules associated with this software: Patrol Module – allows the public to
communicate during the response phase; Investigation Module – will allow the investigator
to follow up with the reporting party during the investigation phase; Insight Module – allows
public surveys to be posted in order to get direct feedback following calls.
Terry reported that two agencies currently using the system have been contacted for
references. Both of these agencies were very positive about the software. One is a Tyler/NWS
user. The system is also customizable for their own agency. He also reported that Kurt
negotiated with the vendor for a more than 50% price reduction. Kurt added that the agency
received very favorable pricing for this software as long as the contract can be executed in
March.
Police Chiefs and TAC each viewed the demo and were able to ask questions of the vendor.
Kurt reported that Police TAC had met earlier this week and made a unanimous
recommendation to both the committee and Board to acquire all three modules. He went
on to describe the way the software would benefit SNO911. One benefit would help reduce
call volume by deferring some of the follow up inquiries they receive. Notifications providing
updates would be provided through texts. The ability to receive direct feedback from the
community who would be surveyed about their experience with the agency and 911 is also
very appealing.
Since SNO911 sees a benefit as well, Kurt suggested funding the first two years out of the
Capital Fund, so that the agencies get a chance to implement and use the software. If on year
3, the users are satisfied and want to go continue, the on-going costs would be rolled up into
the law enforcement cost and become part of the assessments. If there isn’t strong support
at the end of the 2nd year, the contract allows SNO911 to opt out with a 30 day notice. Kurt
added that the contract still needs to go through legal review.
Mayor Colinas had several questions including;


Concerns that this is more applicable for the larger agencies, since smaller agencies
typically don’t have long wait times.



For agencies that find they are not using it, will they still see a portion of their
assessments going toward this program?
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Will there be an opt out provision for individual agencies?



Will there be a cost increase after the third year? What would be the annual
escalator? Kurt said he would try to get this information prior to the board meeting.

Commissioner Chan asked about the ability to trail the system and verify it works properly with
Tyler. Kurt explained there is not a trial option but that one of the reference checks was with a
Tyler user and the SNO911 IT group had a call and did not identify any areas of concern.
The Finance Committee concluded that they could not support the proposal without hearing
additional information from Police. All preferred to put this matter on the Board Agenda for
additional discussion and consideration.
b. Covid-19 Planning. Terry explained that the agency has been doing a significant amount of
planning over the last couple of weeks in preparation of the Coronavirus:
 Beginning Saturday, 3/14, staff will be split between North and South Campus.
 Social distancing practices have been implemented, including canceling some
meetings, conducting other meetings remotely, and not accepting visitors.
 Training and other classes have been cancelled, unless it’s just SNO911 employees.
 Working and planning with the fire departments on varying the level of response,
including triaging calls to help manage resources available.
Kurt said that he appreciated David for the thoughtful email he sent earlier. David spoke
about the great support and collaboration between SNO911 and South County Fire. He asked
if calls are taking longer. Terry explained that they have implemented a procedure called
“Protocol 36” within their ProQA System. If a caller says they are experiencing flu-like
symptoms the call is routed to another call taker who will ask additional screening questions.
If the caller doesn’t have these symptoms they are sent back to the chief complaint card.
Currently 75% are staying on the Protocol 36 card.
A full report will be provided at the Board meeting.
IV.

Good of the Order
a.
Round Table


Angie wanted to apologize to David. After reviewing the audio from last month, we
missed his name when staff was being thanked for providing the new Fund Balance
Report.



She thanked everyone who stated their name before speaking in this meeting. She stated
how important this will be next week at the board meeting, especially when making a
motion or seconding a motion. She expects the Board President to set some guidelines
before the meeting starts on how folks will be able to comment during the web
conference. Votes will likely be done by roll call.



Bob asked if Board members could come together at one location. Kurt explained that the
agency is following the guidelines on social distancing. They are exploring other options
on web conferencing and will be in contact with the final decision. Terry said that they
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would pre-test prior to the beginning of the meeting to ensure the system is working
correctly.


b.

Steps are being taken to post a Special Meeting notice with an option for the public.
Notices will be placed on the Agency’s website, as well as at South County Fire. The Open
Public Meeting Act has no requirement for allowing comments from the public, only that
they are able to hear it.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:00 a.m. The next Finance Committee meeting is
scheduled for April 9, 2020, at 10:00 a.m. Location TBD
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Snohomish County 911
Personnel Committee
Meeting Summary for March 10th, 2020
Location: WEBEX Meeting
Meeting Attendance:

John DeRousse, Chair
Jeremy Stocker
Kurt Mills
Katie Karr

Committee Members
 Jonathan Ventura

Roy Waugh

Staff Support Team
 Terry Peterson



Greg Elwin

Angie Baird



The meeting was called to order at 8:30 by Director Kurt Mills. There were no additions made to the agenda.
1.

Staffing Report & Recruiting Update. Deputy Director Terry Peterson quickly reviewed the Staffing
Report. A new training academy of 6 started yesterday (3/9/2020) which brings the center vacancies to
7. SNO911 will continue to host training academies of 5 every other month until fully staffed.

2.

COVID-19 Planning. Kurt shared notes about regarding the coronavirus and gave an update on what
SNO911 is doing in terms of prevention. Hand sanitizer stations and reminders to wash your hands
signage are located around the center. It is now a policy to frequently wipe down work stations.
Additional cleaning is also being done by the janitorial crew. In regarding sick employees, SNO911 is
following the advice of the county and requiring employees to be out for at least 72 hours after fever
and cough have subsided. SNO911 is working on splitting the dispatch staff and relocating half of the
employees to work out of the South Campus location. The employees selected to relocate will continue
to work at the South Campus location in order to minimize floating between campuses. Relocation was
discussed with EMS Chief Dr. Cooper and he agreed this will be best practice. There are a few
Admin/Tech/WT staff that will be teleworking but this is not an option for each position. Kurt let the
committee that Protocol 36 has been implemented. Protocol 36 is mainly for medical calls and is a
911/EMS triage for patients/callers that are experiencing flu like symptoms to prompt asking additional
questions. SNO911 sent out a bulletin regarding this protocol last week. Terry will send the bulletin to
the committee so they can view as well.
Kurt asked the committee to speak about the steps their agencies are putting in place. Chief Jonathan
Ventura stated that Arlington Police are having a difficult time receiving clear direction from the health
district on infected employees and employees that need to take time to take care of infected family
members. The concern now is staffing shortages. Commissioner Roy Waugh told the committee about
a letter that SnoFire7 sent out to employees to educate families on the efforts to keep the front line
employees safe. Deputy Chief DeRousse said Everett Police started implementing special orders and
changed a few practices. Everett PD suspended training and off duty requests and transferred and
redistributed work for employees. Talked to legal counsel about how to adjust practices outside of a
normal union agreement under emergency operations in case any sort of a ULP or complaint is filed at a
later time. John discussed some of the violation of contract issues that could come up, mainly with
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staffing shortages due to employees needing to stay home to take care of sick family and working
outside of job classification. Kurt asked if anyone had discussed with the city regarding child care issues.
Angie said that Senator Patty Murray is proposing to legislation to pay two weeks during an emergency
outbreak -should know more about this by the end of the week.
Roy told the committee in regards to donning PPE if there are any questions about proper donning and
doffing of PPE for law enforcement to go to the fire station and talk to firefighters on procedures. Kurt
also announced that the fire community is in the early stages of looking into alternate response unitsnon transport BLS units that can check in on people that are calling with flu like symptoms and not
having any other priority symptoms.
3.

Labor Relations. Kurt. Was discussed at the board meeting and the union was contacted to discuss an
extension of the existing labor agreement based on the outcome of the scheduling consultant. The
union is in agreement but no other discussion has happened yet and there isn’t a speculation yet on
how long the contract should be extended for. Once there is information from the scheduling
consultant, this can move forward.

4.

Scheduling Consultant. Terry. Not many updates at this time. Due to COVID-19, SNO911 is trying to
eliminate or reduce non-essential meetings. There is a vendor selected and Terry is in active
conversations with them about scope and cost. Not sure yet if this will be sidelined for a bit or if will
move forward.

5.

Round Table.
None.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:56am. The next Personnel Committee meeting is scheduled for Tuesday,
April 7th at 8:30 a.m., SNO911 Glacier Peak Meeting Room. Will keep the committee updated if this will
be a web meeting.
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